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Gateway Fiber Brings Gigabit to Two Missouri Markets
Gateway Fiber Brings Gigabit Internet Service to St. Charles Market, Expanding its Regional Footprint
Optical Cable Corporation and CommScope Enter Patent Cross-License Agreement
R&M launches innovative mixed-media Netscale 48 patch panel
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We describe a direct electro-optical approach to measuring a strong 118 MV/m narrow pulse width (~ 33 ns) electric field in the magnetically insulated transmission line (MITL) of a pulsed power ...
Electro-optical measurement of intense electric field on a high energy pulsed power accelerator
Vexus Fiber, a leading fiber service provider in Texas, announced that it is bringing its 100% fiber-to-the-home network to the city of ...
Vexus Fiber Announces Plans To Build New $50M Fiber Optic Broadband Network In Tyler, Tx
A Coeur d’Alene-based 3D manufacturing company is preparing to commercialize its technology with a new international partnership. The company, Continuous Composites Inc., is “laser focused” on the ...
Continuous Composites commercializes its 3D technology
Laser designers must tailor stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) mitigation strategies to advance the evolution of fiber laser technology towards multikilowatt systems with near diffraction-limited beam ...
SRS remains a major development challenge for multikilowatt fiber lasers used in industrial applications
Gateway Fiber announced today it is beginning construction in St. Peters and St. Charles. This follows its recent fiber construction in Wentzville which started in April and is part of a $150 million ...
Gateway Fiber Brings Gigabit to Two Missouri Markets
PRNewswire/ -- iXblue, a high-tech company in the fields of navigation, photonics and space, and maritime autonomy, announces the acquisition of Kylia (optical components and ...
iXblue acquires Kylia and Muquans to create a new European leader in photonics and quantum technologies
Optical Cable Corporation (NASDAQ GM: OCC) (“OCC ® ” or the “Company”), a leading manufacturer of a broad range of fiber optic and copper data communication cabling and connectivity solutions, today ...
Optical Cable Corporation and CommScope Enter Patent Cross-License Agreement
Gateway Fiber is beginning construction in St. Peters and St. Charles. This follows its recent fiber construction in Wentzville which started in April and is part of a $150 million investment over ...
Gateway Fiber Brings Gigabit Internet Service to St. Charles Market, Expanding its Regional Footprint
The supramammillary region (SuM) regulates arousal that reinforces and energizes behavioral interaction with the environment. Here the authors investigate how SuM neurons interact with medial septal ...
Supramammillary neurons projecting to the septum regulate dopamine and motivation for environmental interaction in mice
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--OptiPulse is testing ... links that can be a kind of wireless extension cord for fiber optic deployments. Many times, fiber installers run into rock, streams ...
OptiPulse Non-Coherent Laser Offers Optical Fiber Installers a Wireless Extension Cord
M KS Instruments agreed to acquire Photon Control for approximately C$387 million. The latter is a manufacturer of fiber-optic measurement solutions used in semiconductor wafer fa ...
MKS Instruments Acquires Photon For C$387M, Boost Technology Solutions
Channel executives from Cox Business and Comcast Business praised CableFinder as a tool that will help MSP partners sell connectivity.
MSOs: CableFinder Tool Key to MSP Channel Convergence
R&M is set to unveil the latest solutions in its flagship ... The compact and versatile PRIME optical distribution modules (ODF) are suitable for the flexible use of fiber optic terminations.
R&M to launch latest data centre
MetroNet and the City of Bryan recently announced that MetroNet will be bringing its 100 percent fiber optic internet, TV and phone to businesses and ...
MetroNet and City of Bryan Announce Partnership to Build 100% Fiber Optic Network
R&M, the globally active developer and provider of cabling systems for high-quality network infrastructures, has launched its revolutionary mixed-use Netscale 48 patch panel. With this new 48 port ...
R&M launches innovative mixed-media Netscale 48 patch panel
Based in Evansville, Indiana, MetroNet is making a $75 million investment for a new high-speed fiber optic internet ... Tallahassee Mayor John Dailey, in a statement. "I’m proud of the action ...
Welcome to Florida: MetroNet Fiber's new Tallahassee store is the first one in the state
Disclaimer | Accessibility Statement | Commerce Policy | Made In NYC | Stock quotes by finanzen.net Presentation at 11:30 a.m. ET on ... innovative fiber optic sensing solutions for critical ...
OpSens to Participate in Virtual Fireside Chat at the 2021 RBC Capital Markets Global Healthcare Conference
“We have had a long and productive relationship with OCC and we are pleased to extend it with this agreement,” said John ... fiber optic and copper data communication cabling and connectivity ...
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